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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Aster repulsion drives short-ranged ordering in the
Drosophila syncytial blastoderm
Jorge de-Carvalho1, Sham Tlili2,*, Lars Hufnagel3, Timothy E. Saunders2,4,5,6,‡ and Ivo A. Telley1,‡

ABSTRACT

Biological systems are highly complex, yet notably ordered structures
can emerge. During syncytial stage development of the Drosophila
melanogaster embryo, nuclei synchronously divide for nine cycles
within a single cell, after which most of the nuclei reach the cell
cortex. The arrival of nuclei at the cortex occurs with remarkable
positional order, which is important for subsequent cellularisation
and morphological transformations. Yet, the mechanical principles
underlying this lattice-like positional order of nuclei remain untested.
Here, using quantification of nuclei position and division orientation
together with embryo explants, we show that short-ranged repulsive
interactions between microtubule asters ensure the regular
distribution and maintenance of nuclear positions in the embryo.
Such ordered nuclear positioning still occurs with the loss of actin
caps and even the loss of the nuclei themselves; the asters can self-
organise with similar distribution to nuclei in the wild-type embryo.
The explant assay enabled us to deduce the nature of the mechanical
interaction between pairs of nuclei. We used this to predict how the
nuclear division axis orientation changes upon nucleus removal from
the embryo cortex, which we confirmed in vivo with laser ablation.
Overall, we show that short-ranged microtubule-mediated repulsive
interactions between asters are important for ordering in the early
Drosophila embryo and minimising positional irregularity.

KEY WORDS: Centrosome, Cytoskeleton, Force chains, Packing,
Ex vivo, Microtubules, Syncytium, Drosophila

INTRODUCTION
Proliferation of the genome is a cornerstone of early development in
all animals, generally achieved by rapid mitotic divisions. Almost all
insects first segregate genome copies into hundreds of nuclei (in a
syncytium) and only at a specific nuclear density transform the single
cell into a tissue (Lecuit and Wieschaus, 2000). The distribution and
separation of nuclei in syncytial embryos display surprising
positional uniformity (Deneke et al., 2016; Kanesaki et al., 2011;

Perondini et al., 1986; Sommer and Tautz, 1991). This uniformity is
likely required for precise gene patterning and fate determination
(Petkova et al., 2019). In Drosophila melanogaster, early nuclear
divisions are meta-synchronous, whereby nuclei gradually fill the
inner cellular space until, nine division cycles, or ∼80 min post-
fertilisation, 300-400 of them arrive at the cell cortex (Foe and
Alberts, 1983). The nuclei are subsequently embedded near the
cortex of the ellipsoidal embryo, where they undergo four more
rounds of division to generate ∼6000 nuclei (Krzic et al., 2012)
before cellularisation. The spatiotemporal synchronisation of nuclear
divisions is governed by a reaction-diffusion process of cell-cycle
determinants emerging from nuclei (Deneke et al., 2016), and nuclear
positioning is crucial for the synchronisation (Deneke et al., 2019).

How a syncytial embryo controls internuclear distance so
robustly has been a decades-long topic of debate (von Dassow
and Schubiger, 1994; Deneke et al., 2019; Dutta et al., 2019; Kaiser
et al., 2018; Lv et al., 2020; Postner et al., 1992; Valdés-pérez and
Minden, 1995). The microtubule dynamics are crucial for nuclear
migration to the cortex at nuclear cycle (n.c.) 9 and for their regular
distribution upon arrival (Baker et al., 1993; Foe and Alberts, 1983;
Hatanaka and Okada, 1991; Zalokar and Erk, 1976). However, the
requirement of microtubules for nuclear transport does not explain
the emergence of a uniform nuclear distribution at the cortex. Nuclei
could be embedded in a regular matrix that either pulls or pushes
them apart, leading to precise internuclear distances. For example,
in the syncytial embryo of the cricket, a pulling mechanism has
been proposed to distribute nuclei towards the embryo periphery
(Donoughe et al., 2021 preprint). Recent work has shown that
interaction between spindles and F-actin is essential for the pseudo-
synchronised mitotic divisions (Lv et al., 2020), but the role of such
interactions in ensuring uniform nuclear distribution is unclear. It
has also been proposed that microtubule motor-based repulsion of
nuclei can drive nuclear patterning (Baker et al., 1993; Lv et al.,
2018), but this remains untested in vivo. In summary, despite
extensive study, the mechanical aspects of robust nuclear
positioning in the syncytium remain unresolved.

In interphase of the cell cycle, microtubules are organised in
radial arrays called ‘asters’, which grow from and are organised by
the centrosome (Callaini and Riparbelli, 1990). The centrosome
acts as the main microtubule organising centre (MTOC) and
promotes polymerisation and focusing of microtubules (Paz and
Lüders, 2018). Two asters are linked to each nucleus, being
functional elements of the bipolar spindle during mitosis. In a cell-
cycle mutant (gnu), asters dissociate from the nucleus, grow large
and distribute around the single giant nucleus (Freeman and Glover,
1987; Shamanski and Orr-Weaver, 1991). These previous studies
did not quantitatively analyse the distribution of the asters in the
absence of nuclei, and it remained unclear whether aster positioning
in gnumutants is a predictor of nuclear packing and order. We have
shown previously that asters are required for efficient separation
of daughter nuclei following chromosome segregation, and we
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hypothesised asters pulling apart daughter nuclei (Telley et al.,
2012). However, we have not addressed whether asters are
necessary to maintain a regular distance to neighbouring nuclei
(Kanesaki et al., 2011). Embryos lacking core centrosomal
components do not regularly distribute nuclei and abort
development after a few division cycles (Basto et al., 2006;
Megraw et al., 1999; Vaizel-Ohayon and Schejter, 1999).
Conversely, embryos that do not form actin caps and membrane
furrowing, which are the precursor of uninuclear cell formation
during cycle 14 and are thought to help separate nuclei at the cortex,
still show regular nuclear distribution at n.c. 10 and 11 (Postner
et al., 1992). The causality and the mode of mechanical separation
during and after nuclear division remains an open problem,
primarily due to limited visualisation in living samples and the
growing mechanical complexity during development.
There have been extensive studies exploring the action of

microtubules for aster or spindle centring in the early sea urchin,
Xenopus and Caenorhabditis elegans embryos. These model
systems represent uninuclear cells where cell geometry, cortical
interactions or hydrodynamic forces appear to drive aster movement
and centring, depending on species and cell context (Garzon-Coral
et al., 2016; Grill et al., 2003; Meaders et al., 2020; Minc et al.,
2011; Tanimoto et al., 2016, 2018; Wühr et al., 2009). A
syncytium faces the need for continuous distance maintenance
between neighbour nuclei in the absence of membrane boundaries.
Syncytia contrast with uninuclear model systems from the point of
view of complexity, though the underlying mechanism of organelle
positioning could be similar (Bjerknes, 1986). In brief, how
interactions between syncytial nuclei collectively generate long-
ranged positional ordering remains an open challenge.
Here, we take a multiscale approach to disentangle how

nuclear order emerges in the early Drosophila embryo. We first
demonstrate that nuclear positioning and separation distance in
the embryo is robust against global perturbation invoked
by synchronous organelle duplication. We then show that the
orientation of nuclear division displays hallmarks of short-ranged
ordering within the embryo. We exploit embryonic explants (Telley
et al., 2013), which reduces complexity, to explore nuclear division
in a simplified system. In this system, we can dissect the principles
of separation for small nuclear arrays. From this, we predict that the
nuclei behave as cargo associated to self-organising microtubule
asters, which we observe in explants from gnu mutant embryos
where nuclear and centrosomal cycles are uncoupled (Freeman
et al., 1986; Lee et al., 2003). We further demonstrate that nuclear
ordering at low nuclear density is independent of pseudo-
compartments formed by F-actin. Combining these results, we put
forward a model whereby repulsive microtubule interactions
between nuclei can spatially organise nuclei in vivo. The model
correctly predicts the reorientation of neighbour nuclei observed in
experiments upon sudden removal of a nucleus by laser ablation.
This work provides direct evidence for the role of repulsive, short-
ranged aster-driven interactions as the predominant factor in
distributing and spacing nuclei evenly in the syncytial blastoderm.

RESULTS
Distance maintenance between neighbour nuclei in the
Drosophila blastoderm
Synchronous nuclear duplication within a constant surface area
poses a geometrical challenge (Fig. 1A; Movie 1). Spindle
elongation during nuclear division (Telley et al., 2012) should
cause transiently smaller distances between spindles (and their
asters) unless some nuclei leave the surface after division, which is

not observed. Because spindles are bipolar structures they could,
theoretically, reorient their division axis to optimise the spacing
between nuclei. A key observation is that the nuclei never collide
after division, which points at a distance maintenance mechanism
that is repulsive, at least at very short distances.

Thus, we wanted to better understand the local dynamics driving
ordering on the Drosophila embryo surface. To obtain quantitative
insight, we measured neighbour distances throughout division
cycles 10-13, at the onset of every cycle phase (Fig. 1B,C; Fig. S1),
focusing on the distance between centrosomes belonging to nearest
neighbour nuclei (‘non-sister’ centrosomes). The internuclear
distance is constant on average between divisions and undergoes
a sharp reduction between anaphase onset and late anaphase, when
sister chromatids are pulled apart (Fig. 1D). The spindle length
expanded and shrank in each division cycle (Fig. 1E; Fig. S1). By
contrast, the distance between neighbour spindle poles (non-sister
centrosomes) decreased only slightly within a cycle (Fig. 1F). We
estimated a phase-to-phase difference of 1-2 µm (Fig. 1G). Notably,
this distance was constant between anaphase onset and late
anaphase (Fig. 1G) when internuclear distance decreased
(Fig. 1D). This result is remarkable given that the embryo surface
area remains constant – the embryo does not grow – but spindles
expand synchronously by almost 10 µm. Thus, neighbour spindle
pole distances appear to be stabilised against spindle expansion and
chromosome movement. In subsequent division cycles, the pattern
is similar although average distances decrease gradually (Fig. S1).
These measurements suggest that, despite some collective
movement of nuclei (Deneke et al., 2016, 2019; Lv et al., 2020),
a rigid mechanical interaction exists between neighbouring spindle
poles. Thus, we hypothesised the presence of a repulsive
mechanism between neighbouring nuclei or asters in the syncytial
blastoderm that acts on a length scale of 5-20 µm.

Ordering of spindle orientation over short distances
In embryos at n.c. 10 and beyond, spindles have an orientation that is
co-planar to the cell cortex. Within this planar topology, however,
there appears to be no order in spindle orientation across the embryo
(Lv et al., 2020). Despite the absence of ordered nuclear orientation
across the embryo, we asked whether spindles can align across
shorter distances (3-5 nuclear diameters). Such short-ranged order
can have a large impact; a classic example is how subtle variations in
sand corn size and shape induce small packing defects in sand piles
that ultimately lead to collapse of the entire sand pile (Bak et al.,
1987; Hughes and Paczuski, 2001).

In the embryo, we investigated whether there were ‘chains’ of
aligned spindles (Fig. 2A-C; Materials and Methods). In Fig. 2B
and Fig. S2Awe show the definition of such ‘chains’: in short, two
nuclei are aligned in a chain if their spindle axes are perpendicular to
the vector between the two nuclei. Local alignment of spindles –
which determines the division axis and future position of daughter
nuclei – could be a hallmark of orientational nuclear ordering within
the blastoderm. We calculated the probability of a given chain size,
where size is defined by the number of nuclei belonging to the
chain, L, in different cycles (Fig. 2D,E; Fig. S2) and find PðLÞ~L�a

.
Small values of α indicate strong alignment with neighbours. In
embryos α≈2.0±0.3 in n.c. 13 compared with α≈3.6±0.5 in a
simulation of randomised spindle orientations. The value of α did
not appear to decrease with increasing nuclear density (Fig. 2E),
though it was dependent on the thresholds for defining chains
(Materials and Methods; Fig. S2). Importantly, we observed clear
scaling behaviour with a range of possible chain definitions,
supporting that this observation is not dependent on specific
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parameter choices. The value for α is similar to the exponent in
cluster size variability in a range of other physical models of short-
range ordering (Chakraborty and Manna, 2014; de Gennes et al.,
1995; Jo et al., 2012).
We also considered the alternative hypothesis that spindles align

parallel to their axis of separation, which would be more consistent
with an attractive interaction between spindles. We did observe such
‘parallel chains’, but with much lower frequency than the chains
above; in n.c. 11, parallel chains with three or more members were
three times less common than the chains shown in Fig. 2 (n=6
embryos). Further, the largest parallel chain observed in n.c. 11 had
four members, compared with eight members for the chains in
Fig. 2.
Thus, this new approach for analysing nuclear ordering allows

us to discriminate different spindle alignments and further supports
the presence of interactions between neighbouring syncytial
spindles driving their division axis orientation in two dimensions
while the cell cortex anchoring defines the remaining (planar)

orientation. Next, we investigated the local mechanical interactions
that could drive such ordering.

Nuclear positioning and division orientation in
embryo explants
Studying local interactions in a large array of nuclei is challenging
given that each interaction affects all its neighbours to some degree.
Here, n.c. 1-2 embryos with only two or four spindles would be
preferable. However, visualisation of these initial nuclear divisions,
which occur deep inside the embryo, is difficult with the requisite
spatiotemporal resolution. Therefore, we took advantage of an
embryo explant assay, which enabled us to study a very small
number of spindles in quasi-2D spaces (Telley et al., 2013)
(Fig. 3A). In these explants, a single nucleus undergoes multiple
rounds of division (Fig. 3B; Movie 2), and the separation between
the two daughter nuclei of a division shows a characteristic length
(Telley et al., 2012) similar to that measured in the embryo
(Fig. 1D). We explored the relative orientation of the division axes

Fig. 1. Nuclear and spindle pole separation in the syncytial blastoderm of D. melanogaster reveal robust distance maintenance. (A) Maximum intensity
z-projection of an embryo expressing H2Av::RFP (magenta) labelling chromatin and Spd2::GFP (green) marking centrosomes at spindle poles, taken during
interphase of nuclear cycle (n.c.) 10. Anatomical orientations of the embryo are labelled. (B) Time lapse images of the embryo shown in A undergoing mitotic
cleavage, showing the five phases of one cycle as labelled on the left. The label and the image represent the beginning of the respective mitotic phase. Note that,
although mitosis always takes 5-6 min, interphase duration gradually increases from ∼5 min in cycle 10 to ∼16 min in cycle 13 (Crest et al., 2007). (C) Scheme of
distance measurements between centrosomes or between nuclei. The scheme shows two neighbour nuclei (magenta) with associated centrosome-nucleated
microtubule asters (centrosomes in green, microtubules in grey). (D) Mean±s.d. of the internuclear distance during n.c. 10 and 11, measured at the phases
indicated in B (n=15 spindles in N=5 embryos). Significant difference is only detected at the transition from anaphase A to anaphase B, when sister chromatids
from neighbour spindles approach each other. *P<0.05 (Student’s t-test). (E) Mean±s.d. of spindle length s during n.c. 10 and 11. The plot show cyclic expansion
of spindles. (F) Mean±s.d. of non-sister centrosome distance d of all first-order neighbour spindle poles. Note that this distance is relatively stable despite the
spindle expansion shown in E. (G) Estimate of difference between subsequent mitotic phases (labelled at the bottom) using unpaired one-tailed Student’s t-test.
See also Fig. S1 and Movie 1. Scale bars: 20 µm (A); 10 µm (B).
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as it is indicative of neighbour spindle interactions. When a single
spindle in an explant (Fig. 3B, left) divided the nucleus, the two
subsequent spindles predominantly aligned in parallel (Fig. 3B,
middle). This occurred regardless of explant size and the spindle
position within the explant – i.e. it did not show any clear

dependence on boundary effects. However, the next round of
division resulted in more disordered alignment (Fig. 3B, right;
Movie 2). We also generated some explants with three spindles,
either by chance during the extraction protocol or by aspiration of
one of four nuclei between divisions (Fig. 3C).

Fig. 2. Local patterns of spindle orientation
in the syncytial blastoderm indicate the
existence of short-range interactions.
(A) Maximum intensity z-projection of an
embryo in n.c. 11, expressing Jupiter::
mCherry marking metaphase spindles.
(B) The schematic illustrates neighbouring
spindles belonging to an alignment (‘force’)
chain with size (number of members) L=4.
Spindles form angles θ and φ relative to each
other (details in Fig. S2A). Spindle alignment
conditions were defined for θ (weak alignment)
or for both angles (strong alignment). See
Materials and Methods for details. (C)
Resulting alignment chains for the image
shown in A; the lines denote connections that
satisfy two (thick line) or only one (thin line) of
the conditions defining a chain. (D)
Cumulative probability function of chain size
for different cycles (n=7 embryos each for n.c.
10-13). The P-value was calculated using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. (E) Scaling of
chain size probability with chain size for n.c.
10-13. Lines represent the fit to βL−α, where L
is the chain size and α is the scaling exponent.
In D and E, we consider chains with θ and φ≤π/
4. Fitting parameters for all conditions are
presented in the Materials and Methods.
See also Fig. S2. Scale bar: 20 µm.

Fig. 3. Spindle axis orientations in cycling embryo explants suggest repulsion between asters of neighbouring spindles. (A) Schematic of cytosol
extraction from aDrosophila syncytial embryo and ex vivo explant formation (de-Carvalho et al., 2018). (B) Fluorescence image of an explant from a single embryo
expressing Jupiter::GFP (grey) containing undergoing nuclear division and different numbers of spindles. Dashed lines represent spindle axes, and yellow
dashed circles represent explant boundaries. (C) Fluorescence image of an explant containing three spindles, occurring by chance during extraction. (D) Angle
between the division axes of two spindles (n=32 explants). The schematic (inset) shows a spindle representing a mechanical dumbbell, and the definition of the
alignment angle φ between the spindle axis and the line connecting neighbouring spindles: φ=90° for parallel spindles and φ=0° for spindles in line. The histogram
shows a distribution towards 90° (parallel alignment). (E) Alignment angle between nearest neighbour spindles in an extract with four spindles (n=40 explants).
The schematic (inset) shows a possible configuration of spindles represented by dumbbells. (F) Cumulative distribution of alignment angles for 2, 3 and 4 spindles
in explants (dots). The distribution for four spindles is not significantly different from random (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). Both two- and three-nucleus distribution
is significantly different from random. Dashed lines correspond to predicted alignment of repulsive interacting asters in the presence of fluctuations (see Materials
and Methods for details). See also Fig. S3A and Movie 2. Scale bar: 10 µm.
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We measured spindle axis orientation φ relative to the separation
axis (Fig. 3D, inset); parallel spindle alignment results in an
angle φ=90°. We quantified the spindle alignment across multiple
experiments for the 2-, 3- and 4-spindle scenarios. Two spindles had
a strong bias towards perpendicular alignment to their separation
axis (Fig. 3D). In the case of four spindles, we saw a large variety of
possible spindle arrangements, with no clear bias in direction
(Fig. 3E). These results were consistently reproducible across a
range of nuclear positions, including when they were symmetrically
distributed. For the three-spindle case, the alignment was biased
away from random (P=0.04) (Fig. 3F). Here, we observed cases
where one spindle was positioned out-of-plane (Fig. S3A), or two
out of three spindles aligned at 90° because they were very unevenly
distributed after explant manipulation. Therefore, the three-spindle
results are substantially noisier than the two- and four-spindle
scenarios.
In summary, we see that spindle alignment is strongly biased

when two spindles are present, weakly biased with three spindles,
and showing no significant bias for four spindles. Importantly, these
results were obtained in explants lacking an intact cell cortex and
f-actin compartments (Fig. S3B). This suggests that planar spindle
orientations are not determined by cortical factors. Nevertheless, the
positional order yet orientational disorder ex vivo is consistent with
observations in embryos (see above and Kanesaki et al., 2011). The
noise in the angular distribution is likely due to small deviations in
nuclear position away from equidistant positions. We conclude from
these observations that a dividing nucleus can be interpreted as a
mechanical dumbbell, and that local interactions between spindle
pole asters define separation and alignment.

Aster positioning in the absence of the nucleus
Centrosomes are essential for nuclear organisation in the embryo
(Basto et al., 2006) and they remain spatially separated if DNA
replication/cell division is chemically inhibited (Raff and Glover,
1989). Combining these observations with our explant results
above, we posited that centrosome-nucleated asters, rather than
nuclei, are the active and autonomous positioning structures in the
early embryo and that is what we explored next.
To test this idea directly, we used giant nuclei (gnu)

mutant embryos, which undergo DNA endoreplication without
mitosis; chromosome segregation is inhibited, leading to one or
few polyploid nuclei, while centrosomes continue to duplicate,
separate and nucleate microtubules (Freeman and Glover, 1987;
Freeman et al., 1986; Lee et al., 2003) (Fig. 4A; Movie 3). We also
produced embryo explants from gnu mutant embryos and studied
the positioning properties of a small number of microtubule asters
in quasi-2D spaces. We investigated how multiple asters self-
organised their position in equilibrium situations, in the absence of
centrosome duplication and separation or other movement.
Notably, the inter-aster distance in gnumutant embryos (Fig. 4B)

at steady-state had a structural order comparable with nuclei in wild-
type embryos at a similar developmental stage (Movie 3). The inter-
aster distance decreased with more asters present at the embryo
cortex (Fig. 4C) so that at high aster density it assumed similar
values as the non-sister centrosome distance observed in wild-type
embryos (Fig. 1F). Quantifying inter-aster distance along time
revealed a stable and reproducible pattern in the minute time scale
(Fig. 4D).
In embryo explants with precisely defined boundary conditions

and specific aster numbers, the aster arrays displayed surprising
levels of crystalline order (Fig. 4E). Quantifying the ordering in the
three-aster droplets, we observed a bias towards equilaterally

distributed asters (Fig. 4F). For four-aster droplets, 17 out of 20
droplets displayed asters in a square-like distribution (Fig. 4E), with
the remaining three experiments having similar patterns (Fig. S4A).
In the case that the four asters defined a quadrilateral, the average
internal angle was 90°±14° (Fig. S4B); the standard deviation was
much smaller than expected from randomly distributed points. This
strongly suggests that neighbour asters interact with each other to
generate local positional ordering, autonomous from specific
embryonic signals. Unsurprisingly, the variability in aster position
increased with aster number, but we still saw highly ordered, lattice-
like configurations (Fig. 4E). We find similar density-dependent
aster separation behaviour as observed in vivo (Fig. 4G). Altogether,
these results argue that the asters are autonomously driving local
ordering and distance maintenance within the embryo.

Of course, wemust be careful in interpreting these results. Embryos
from gnu mutants display severe defects, are arrested in their mitotic
cycle and development ceases soon after the above time points.
However, the striking similarity between the positional order in these
mutants and the wild type is noteworthy and suggestive of a common
underlying mechanism. Positional patterning of centrosome-
nucleated microtubule asters in the syncytial embryo may occur
largely independently from nuclei, spindle assembly, mitotic
regulation and embryo cortical factors. The similarity in the
structural organisation with and without nuclei supports a model
that nuclei ordering is driven by local aster-aster interactions.

Positional order persists in the absence of actin
pseudo-compartments
Blastoderm-stage nuclear cycles also involve the reorganisation of
the actin cytoskeleton. F-actin and associated regulatory proteins are
found enriched between each nucleus and the plasma membrane
and it has been suggested that they form cortical domains that help
position nuclei (reviewed by Schmidt and Grosshans, 2018). F-actin
forms ‘caps’ that expand throughout mitosis and guide membrane
invagination to form membrane furrows (Fig. 5A), which is a
precursor of cellularisation (Holly et al., 2015). These furrows could
assist the positional order of nuclei and define the division axes. To
test this hypothesis, we quantitatively analysed nuclear positioning
and division orientation in sponge (spg) mutants in which actin
caps and metaphase furrows never form (Fig. 5B), and which have
been reported to exhibit (qualitatively) normal nuclear positioning
in n.c. 10-11 (Postner et al., 1992). In these embryos, we observed
average internuclear (Fig. 5C) and non-sister centrosome (Fig. 5D)
distances that are indistinguishable from wild-type embryos in n.c.
10 (Fig. 1F). Furthermore, we measured the distribution of aligned
spindles in these mutants during n.c. 10. Strikingly, the observed
chain distribution is similar to the wild type, with α≈2.45 and
different from random orientations (Fig. 5E). Therefore, in the
absence of actin caps and pseudo-furrows, the nuclear alignment is
as in wild type, at least during the period soon after nuclei migrate to
the embryo periphery. However, we see clear aberrations from n.c.
12 onwards. This suggests that the microtubule-based distance
maintenance is sufficient for spatially unconstrained syncytial
divisions, whereas higher nuclear density located at the cortex
requires membranous barriers for proper nuclear separation.

Relevance of aster-driven separation for nuclear packing
in silico and in vivo
Our observations thus far are consistent with nuclear division axis
orientation and, hence, spatial nuclear distribution being driven by
short-ranged interactions between neighbouring centrosome-
nucleated microtubule asters. To test this idea further, and to
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predict the response during perturbation experiments, we
implemented an in silico model of nuclear separation in the
embryo. Spindle alignment has been theoretically studied for
uninuclear cells in other model systems and we have adopted some
of these ideas (Bjerknes, 1986; Pierre et al., 2016). In our
multinuclear model, the initial distribution of nuclei is taken from
experimentally measured nuclear positions but initially randomised
division axis orientation. Further, we allow nuclei to rotate their
angle of division (Materials and Methods). A spindle was modelled
as a composite of two connected asters forming a dumbbell, and
each aster was taken to have a radially symmetric repulsive potential
that was short-ranged (Fig. 6A). Implementing this in silico, we

could simulate positional ordering and spindle alignment that was
similar to the experimental observations (Fig. 6B). If we maintain a
repulsive force between the nuclear centres, but implement an
attractive potential between spindles to determine their orientation
(see Materials and Methods), we see that more parallel chains are
observed (Fig. 6C), inconsistent with the experimental data (Fig. 2).

We then tested the alternative model whereby an attractive
interaction between asters results in a net attractive force on the
nuclei position within the model. Our simulation always predicted
collapse of the spindle positions to one location (Fig. 6D). This is
because any irregularities in nuclear position drive the nuclei out of
the steady-state distribution. In contrast, repulsive (pushing)

Fig. 4. Free asters in gnu mutant embryos dynamically
position at the embryo cortex. (A) Maximum intensity
z-projection of a gnumutant embryo expressing RFP::β-Tubulin
(magenta) and Spd2::GFP (green). Green circles are yolk
droplets. (B) Magnification of three microtubule asters (grey)
with corresponding centrosomes (green) and schematic of the
measurement of inter-aster distance d between nearest
neighbour asters (bottom). (C) Scatter plot of inter-aster
distance in five embryos sorted by aster density. Black dots are
individual distance measurements; mean±s.d. shown in
magenta. (D) Scatter plot of inter-aster distance during
consecutive intervals of 10 min for the same embryo, showing
no significant change. Black dots are individual distance
measurements; mean±s.d. shown in magenta. See also
Fig. S3B,C andMovie 3. (E) Example images of explants from a
gnu mutant embryo expressing RFP::β-Tubulin (magenta) and
Spd2::GFP (green). The dashed yellow circle represents the
explant boundary. (F) Distribution of angles between aster
triplets (blue squares). Total of 51 angle measurements from 17
explants. Solid line is predicted angle distribution if aster triplets
are uniformly randomly positioned within a circular geometry.
Dashed line is fit of experimental data to Gaussian distribution
with mean 53° and s.d. of 23°. (G) Distribution plot of inter-aster
distance (d, see inset) of single explants of comparable size
containing nine or more asters. Like in intact embryos, these
explants exhibit a density dependent inter-aster distance.
Black dots are individual distance measurements; mean±s.d.
shown in magenta. Scale bars: 20 µm (A); 10 µm (B,E).
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interactions drive any aberrant positioned nuclei back into an
equidistant arrangement. Furthermore, we could generate an array of
nuclei that converged to a set of spindle orientations that show
the presence of short-ranged alignment chains (Fig. 6B, highlighted
regions), and we could replicate our ex vivo data for division
orientation in 2-, 3- and 4-nuclei cases using a simplified model
(Fig. 3F). To conclude, only a model with repulsive interactions
between spindles which results in a net repulsive interaction
between nuclei is consistent with the regular nuclear distribution
within the embryo and the observed spindle orientation patterns.
Next, we asked what happens if we generate a local inhomogeneity

of nuclear density?We could simulate removal of a nucleus (Fig. 6E,
inset), upon which we saw reorientation of the surrounding spindles,
with one spindle pole typically turning towards the newly created
space (Fig. 6E). This is because the net repulsive potential in that
region is decreased, favouring realignment. Our spindle alignment
model suggests that even within a densely packed environment, the
loss of a nucleus can result in a local reorientation of the neighbouring
nuclear division axes.
We then looked to test this prediction in the early Drosophila

embryo. Local heterogeneities in nuclear density are a common
phenomenon in early embryos resulting from aberrant cortical
migration or nuclear internalisation due to mitotic failure (Fig. 7A;
Movie 4; Fig. S5A,B). We observed that nuclei surrounding such
regions of low density had a biased orientation towards the low-
density region (Fig. 7B). Repeating the same analysis on regions of
uniform nuclear density showed no correlation in the division angle
(Fig. S5C).
Unfortunately, small-molecule inhibitors for candidate molecular

motors have no effect in Drosophila (Firestone et al., 2012;
Maliga et al., 2002) and microtubule mutants are lethal sowe cannot

directly test the microtubule repulsion model in vivo. Therefore,
to test our model predictions further we generated acute density
reductions by UV ablation. Using low laser damage, the targeted
nuclei failed to divide and detached from the cortex lowering local
nuclear density. Subsequently, the surrounding nuclei adjusted their
division axis to orientate into the perturbed region (Fig. 7C;
Fig. S5D). Combining our results from spontaneous low-density
regions and laser-ablated embryos (including larger ablations of 3-5
nuclei), we observed that the microtubule repulsion mechanism was
efficient in adjusting the angle of division to compensate for
heterogeneities in nuclear packing (Fig. 7C). Finally, we noticed a
similar phenotype in spg mutants; when a nucleus was internalised
after division failure, it left a region of low nuclear density at the
cortex, and the surrounding nuclei reorientated their division axis
towards this low-density region (Fig. S5E). This suggests that
division axis adjustments do not emerge from the assembly/
disassembly of actin caps and pseudo-furrows.

DISCUSSION
Aster positioning and spindle axis determination have been studied by
cell and developmental biologists for several decades (Albertson,
1984; Gönczy et al., 1999; Hertwig, 1893; Hyman, 1989; Pflüger,
1884; Rappaport, 1961) and have seen renewed interest in recent
years due to the advent of new techniques in imaging, sample control
and perturbation methods (von Dassow et al., 2009; Garzon-Coral
et al., 2016; Minc et al., 2011; Tanimoto et al., 2018). Aster
positioning is important in egg and early embryo cells; it is at the core
of pronuclear apposition after fertilisation and determines the cell
division plane during early mitotic blastomere divisions (von Dassow
et al., 2009; Hamaguchi and Hiramoto, 1980; Nguyen et al., 2014;
Wühr et al., 2009). In eggs and embryo cells from C. elegans or sea

Fig. 5. Neighbour distances and spindle alignment in spg mutants (lacking actin pseudo furrows) are indistinguishable from wild type. (A) Maximum
intensity z-projection of a wild-type embryo expressing Jupiter::mCherry (magenta) labelling microtubules and Utr::GFP (green) marking f-actin, taken during
metaphase of n.c. 10. Note the clouds of F-actin surrounding spindles, forming cytoskeletal compartments. (B) Maximum intensity z-projection of a sponge (spg)
mutant embryo expressing Jupiter::mCherry (magenta) labelling microtubules and Utr::GFP (green) marking f-actin, taken during metaphase of n.c. 10. Pseudo-
furrows are absent in spgmutants but the spatial distribution of nuclei and spindles is normal in this cycle. (C,D) Scatter plots of the internuclear distance (C) and
non-sister centrosome distance (D) during n.c. 10 in spg mutants, measured at the phases indicated. Black dots are individual distance measurements;
mean±s.d. are shown inmagenta (n=25 spindles inN=6 embryos). The respectivemean distances are indifferent frommeasurements in wild type (see Fig. 1). (E)
Alignment chain analysis in spgmutant embryos in n.c. 10. Slope of best-fit curve in log-log space α=2.45 (n=12 embryos), similar to Fig. 2E. IP, interphase; APA,
anaphase A; TP, telophase. Scale bars: 20 µm.
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urchin, there is evidence for cortical pulling forces positioning the
mitotic spindle (Grill et al., 2003; Minc et al., 2011). However, this
model does not explain observations in large cells in which
repositioning occurs before astral microtubules contact the distal
cell wall (Mitchison et al., 2012; Wühr et al., 2009, 2010). Sperm
aster movement was initially believed to depend solely on cell wall
pushing (Hamaguchi and Hiramoto, 1980). More recent studies
revealed that this movement depends on cytoplasmic pulling, at the
core of which is vesicle movement from the periphery towards the
aster centre driven by cytoplasmic dynein (Kimura andKimura, 2011;
Tanimoto et al., 2016, 2018). In this scenario, the net force on the
aster is dependent on astral microtubule length and, thus, on spatial
asymmetry ofmicrotubule density. Yet, the pulling model is currently
contested by experiments that maintain support of the pushing model
(Garzon-Coral et al., 2016;Meaders et al., 2020). Recent observations
in Xenopus egg extract, either in combination with reconstituted
cortical actin or exposed to artificial geometric constraints (Sulerud
et al., 2020), suggest that mechanisms exist for aster positioning
beyond hydrodynamic pulling (De Simone et al., 2018). In summary,

cells appear to utilise a combination of possible mechanisms,
depending on spatial circumstances and the process to be achieved,
which then leads to a net pulling force or a net pushing force on asters.
Nevertheless, all these model systems have in common that
cytokinesis ensures the cytosolic isolation of individual spindles,
and neighbour interactions never occur.

The mechanics of aster positioning in multinucleated cells is yet
more complex, with a large array of possible interactions
(Deshpande and Telley, 2021). This may be why, despite
extensive previous work on nucleus positioning, the role of aster
mechanics has not yet been addressed in theDrosophila syncytium,
an otherwise popular model system in which to study development.
Here, we provide clear evidence using a combination of mutant
analysis, acute perturbation and a reductionist approach, that a
mechanism generating net repulsion between asters has emerged,
which robustly and homogenously distributes syncytial nuclei.

Robust embryonic development depends on homogenous delivery
of nuclei to the cell cortex and subsequent maintenance of a regular
nuclear distribution despite further division cycles (Hatanaka and
Okada, 1991; Zalokar and Erk, 1976). Recent work has shown how
nuclear divisions are synchronised and, consequently, how nuclei are
globally distributed around the embryo cortex (Deneke et al., 2016,
2019). However, these results assumed that nuclei are positioned
regularly after each round of duplication. Although there has been
extensive modelling for positioning in uninuclear cells, a systematic
analysis of how multiple nuclei position within a syncytium is much
less explored. Here, we used quantitative ex vivo and in vivo
approaches to dissect the mechanical processes ensuring such local
order of nuclei. To tackle this challenge required understanding the
biophysical principles defining spindle axis orientation, and how
nuclei separate and reposition during division cycles. Our explant
experiments demonstrate that, in the absence of perturbation by
neighbour interactions, the fundamental orientation of a spindle is
orthogonal to the previous division axis (Fig. 3). Our results can be
explained by the stereotypical migration of the two centrosomes from
their common origin, each along one quadrant of the nucleus, until
they form the poles of the bipolar spindle (Robinson et al., 1999).
Hence, orthogonality of spindle axes likely emerges from the
geometric nature of bipolar structures and symmetry considerations.
Surprisingly though, a system of four or more spindles in a two-
dimensional space evolves towards random orientations, arguing
against active spindle orientation control by the cell, though short-
ranged local order can occur (Fig. 2) due to localised inhomogeneities
in nuclei distribution. Our analysis suggests that force balance and
energetic minimisation in a noisy two-dimensional environment
(Fig. 6) dynamically determine where nuclei are positioned and in
which orientation they propagate upon division.

Interestingly, in larger networks, small positional irregularities
result in division axis orientation towards the low-density region
(Fig. 7), enabling the nuclear distribution to homogenise quickly
and act as a self-repair mechanism. Of course, in vivo the asters
interact in three-dimensions and the nuclei also have two rotational
degrees of freedom. However, given the positioning constraints due
to nuclear anchoring at the embryo cortex during n.c. 10-13, our
explant results are likely a good approximation to the in vivo
interaction. Finally, it would be interesting to compare aster
force driving spindle alignment in the early embryo with similar
microtubule-driven processes across cells, such as mitosis in
polarised tissue growth (Nestor-Bergmann et al., 2014).

Dissecting the molecular mechanism of microtubule aster
repulsion in the embryos by genetic manipulation is challenging
as many microtubule-associated proteins and motors play an

Fig. 6. Model of nuclei packing in vivo. (A) Schematic of repulsive potential
(left). A single aster has a circularly symmetric potential. For two asters on a
nucleus, they create a ‘dumbbell-like’ potential. Repulsive interaction is
assumed to decay exponentially at long distances (>10 µm) (right). The short
distance interaction (<10 µm) is not considered here as nuclei are well
separated. (B) Model simulation of spindles represented as lines with central
dot, carrying a short-range repulsive potential at the spindle poles (see A).
Spindles are initially randomly distributed (dark blue) and reposition and align
due to repulsion, as indicated by the three consecutive time points marked in
light blue, green and finally red. Two chains with at least five members are
highlighted by the green shaded regions. (C) As B, but with attractive
interactions between spindles. Two ‘parallel’ chains with at least four members
are highlighted with the blue shaded region. (D) Model simulation of spindles
that carry a short-range attractive potential at the spindle poles, i.e. the
negative of the potential shown in A (‘pulling model’). Although initially
randomly distributed, the spindles converge quickly to a single location. Colour
code as in B. (E) Resultant spindle alignment of adjacent nuclei relative to a
region of artificially low density (average from 20 simulations) made by
removing a nucleus (star, inset). Inset: nuclei alignment before (blue bars) and
after (red bars) nucleus removal (star).
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essential role during oogenesis and early embryogenesis.
Moreover, unlike in other species, available small-molecule
inhibitors do not specifically target these motors in Drosophila
(Firestone et al., 2012; Maliga et al., 2002). Alternative approaches
have been used, such as antibody-mediated inhibition, TEV-
mediated protein cleavage or germline-specific RNAi. Inhibition
of Klp61F, a promising candidate for driving microtubule-based
repulsion (Baker et al., 1993), causes a strong spindle assembly
phenotype in syncytial embryos (Sharp et al., 1999). In
combination with knockdown of the antagonising Ncd (kinesin-
14), spindle assembly was rescued but spindles and daughter
nuclei failed to separate properly (Sharp et al., 1999). In a
transgenic Klp61F null construct expressing TEV-Klp61F-GFP,
nuclei were more disordered in interphase following injection of
TEV, which chemically ablates the motor (Lv et al., 2018).
However, the authors doubted microtubule sliding of Klp61F
being essential for nuclear positioning as they recorded higher
mobility of nuclei after TEV injection. Recently, we have shown
that Fascetto (Feo), a microtubule crosslinker of the PRC1/Ase1
family, and Klp3A (Kinesin-4) colocalise as puncta in regions
between neighbouring nuclei. Depletion of Feo leads to irregular
delivery of nuclei to the cortex and loss of separation after nuclear
repositioning by micro-manipulation (Deshpande et al., 2021). Is
the observed aberrant nuclear movement and positioning in
the syncytial embryo of the above mutants due to pushing
or pulling forces, and what role does the nucleus play? In the
present study, we provide evidence that there exists mechanical
repulsion between asters independent of the nucleus and cell
cortex.
Why is a high spatial regularity of nuclei important for the

embryo? After n.c. 13, the embryo transforms into a multicellular
embryo by engulfing each nucleus with plasma membrane (Lecuit
and Wieschaus, 2000). During this process, the nearest neighbour
internuclear distance defines cell size. Therefore, a narrow distance
distribution leads to a uniform size of cells that subsequently assume

distinct function during body part definition. Analysis of
information decoding in the Drosophila embryo has shown how
each individual cell unambiguously reads its current position, which
defines a specific function later in development (Petkova et al.,
2019). But these results are dependent on the interpreting units (i.e.
the nuclei) being uniformly distributed around the embryo.
Therefore, we can conclude that a robust mechanism defining cell
size and position is crucial as size irregularity would effectively
decrease positional precision.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly strains
Flies with genotypes w1118; +; endo>Jupiter::GFP [stock no. 6836,
Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC)] and w*; +; endo>H2Av::
RFP (stock no. 23650, BDSC) were crossed to generate recombinant
progeny. Similarly, flies expressing fluorescent reporters recombined on the
second chromosome were produced by crossing the following stocks: w*;
endo>H2Av::RFP;+ (stock no. 23651, BDSC) | w*; pUbq> β-Tubulin::
EGFP;+ (stock no. 109603, Kyoto Stock Center) | w*; pUbq>RFP::β2-
Tubulin;+ [originally described in Inoue et al. (2004)] | w1118; pUbq>Spd2::
GFP;+ (gift from Mónica Bettencourt Dias, Instituto Gulbenkian de
Ciência, Portugal). All resulting recombinant fly lines are homozygous
viable. H2Av::mCherry flies were generated as previously described (Krzic
et al., 2012). w1118; +; Jupiter::mCherry was generated by and obtained from
Nick Lowe in Daniel St. Johnston’s lab (The Gurdon Institute, UK). w1118;
+; sqh>UtrABD::GFP/TM3,Sb was a gift from Matteo Rauzi (Institut de
Biologie Valrose, France) and originally made by R. Levayer (Rauzi et al.,
2010). These two fly lines were recombined on the third and balanced on the
second chromosome resulting in: w1118; CyO/Sco; sqh>UtrABD::GFP,
Jup::mCherry/TM6B.

Two different mutants of giant nucleus (gnu), namely w*; +; gnu305/TM3
(discontinued stock no. 3321; BDSC) and w*; +; gnuZ3-3770A/TM3
(discontinued stock no. 38440; BDSC), were each balanced with w1118;
CyO/Sco; MKRS/TM6B (stock no. 3703, BDSC). Above-described
recombined lines on the second chromosome were individually crossed
with gnu mutants and kept as balanced stocks. Finally, trans-heterozygous
were generated for gnu305/gnuZ3-3770A mutants, whereby only flies

Fig. 7. Microtubule-dependent repulsion
provides a mechanism for spindle alignment
towards lower density. (A) Maximum intensity
z-projections from an embryo expressing
H2Av::mCherry (magenta) and Spd2::GFP
(green) in n.c. 12-13. Yellow arrow (top panel)
denotes internalisation of a nucleus. The
centrosomes remain at the embryo cortex (yellow
circle, middle panel). Division axes of
neighbouring spindles (yellow lines) orientate
towards the location of internalisation in n.c. 13
(bottom panel). Time in min:sec. (B) Probability
density function of the division angle orientation ϕ
of neighbouring nuclei to regions of low nuclear
density in n.c. 10-13 (n=67, 116, 96, 73 angles
from N=10, 15, 15, 15 embryos in n.c. 10, 11, 12,
13, respectively). (C) Cumulative distribution
function of division axis angle at the end of n.c. 13
towards artificially generated holes created by
single-pulse UV laser ablation (n=108 angles
from 15 embryos). The dashed black line
represents random division orientation. See
also Fig. S4 and Movie 4. Scale bar: 20 µm
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homozygous for the fluorescent reporters on the second chromosome were
selected for increased signal collection during live microscopy. These trans-
heterozygotes laid fertilised eggs which undergo several embryonic rounds
of chromatin replication and centrosome duplication, allowing for the study
and quantification of asters at the embryo cortex.

The sponge (spg) mutant lines were a gift from E. Wieschaus (Princeton,
USA): spg805 12 recombinant/TM3,Sb and HisGFP-H2A, e, spg242/TM3,
Sb. The first was recombined on the third chromosome to obtain w1118;
CyO/Sco; spg805, sqh>UtrABD::GFP, Jup::mCherry/TM6B. The second
was crossed to w1118 to recombine out the HisGFP-H2A and generate
w1118; +; e, spg242/TM3,Sb. By simple cross, we then generated
heterozygous females of spg805/spg242 expressing Utr::GFP and Jup::
mCherry. As a control, we obtained a deficiency line for sponge, Df3450
(gift from Eyal Schejter and Benny Shilo, Weizmann Institute, Israel, BDSC
#430), and generated heterozygous females of spg805/Df3450 expressing
Utr::GFP and Jup::mCherry. Both these heterozygous constructs showed the
same phenotype.

Embryo collection and sample preparation
We followed established procedures (Schubiger and Edgar, 1994) of fly
husbandry, keeping flies at 25°C under 50-60% humidity. For embryo
collections, young adult flies were transferred to a cage coupled to an apple
juice agar plate. After 2-3 rounds of egg laying synchronisation, developing
embryos were collected every 30-60 min. In the case of gnu mutants,
embryos were collected at different time intervals, ranging from 30 min up
to 4 h. Embryos were dechorionated by short immersion in 7% sodium
hypochlorite solution (VWR). After extensive rinsing with water, embryos
were aligned and immobilised in a thin strip of heptane glue placed on
22×22 mm coverslips, and covered with halocarbon oil (Voltalef 10S,
Arkema).

Microscopy
Time-lapse acquisitions were conducted on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E
microscope equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-W Spinning Disk confocal
scanner and a piezoelectric stage (737.2SL, Physik Instrumente). For
embryo imaging, 15 µm (31 planes) Z-series stacks were acquired every 15 s
(wild type, if not stated otherwise) or 30 s (gnu mutant), using a Plan Fluor
40×1.3NA oil immersion objective, the 488 nm and 561 nm laser lines, and
an Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera to acquire images. For explants up to
100 µm in diameter, we used a Plan Apo VC 60×1.2NA water immersion
objective with 2× post-magnification and an Andor iXon3 888 EMCCD
camera. When needed, the Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera was selected to
acquire a 2× wider field of view with the same spatial resolution or,
alternatively, the Apo λ S LWD 40×1.15NAwater immersion objective. For
acquisition in explants, the frame rate was 15 s for gnu mutant and 30 s for
wild-type embryo explants.

Single embryo explant assay
Embryo extractions were performed as previously described (de-Carvalho
et al., 2018; Telley et al., 2013). Briefly, cytosol from wild-type embryos
between telophase and subsequent interphase of cycle 8 was extracted by
puncturing the vitelline membrane with a sharp glass micropipette and flow
controlled by operating a bi-directional syringe pump. Small explants of
cytosol (in the picolitre range) were deposited on poly-L-lysine-coated glass
surface under halocarbon oil. Time-lapse acquisitions typically started in
late interphase or prophase. In the case of gnu mutant embryos, most
extractions were performed when few centrosomes (between 5 and 40) were
visible at the anterior-lateral cortex. During extractions, shear stress was
avoided to prevent structural damage and undesirable molecular
dissociations that induce premature mitotic failures or aberrant
microtubule structures. In gnu mutant embryos, repeated use of the same
extraction micropipette is not recommended. Explants from wild-type
embryos initially containing a single nucleus were selected for time-lapse
imaging of subsequent mitotic divisions. Explants from gnu mutants
initially containing a single free aster near the oil interface or two free asters
in close proximity were selected for time-lapse imaging of aster separation.
All experiments were conducted at 25±1°C.

Laser ablation system
The laser ablation systems used for experiments with intact embryos (at
EMBL Heidelberg; Telley et al., 2012) and embryo extracts (at Instituto
Gulbenkian de Ciência, implemented by I.A.T. on the microscope described
above) were conceptually identical. A Crylas FTSS-355-Q pulsed laser
emitting 355 nm, 1.1 ns pulses, 15 µJ pulse energy at 1 KHz was aligned
with a beam expander (16×), a scan head (SCANcube 7, Scanlab) coupled to
an f-theta lens (f=56 mm, anti-reflection coating for 340–370 nm, Scanlab).
The focus point of the f-theta lens was aligned to be parfocal to the focal
plane of the objective, using a tube lens (f=200 mm, Ø=30 mm, 355 nm AR
coated, OWIS) and a dichroic mirror (T387 DCLP, Chroma) in the upper
stage filter wheel. Any scattered light was blocked at the emission side with
a RazorEdge LP 355 dichroic mirror OD6 at 355 nm (Chroma). The system
was controlled with homemade journals for Metamorph software
(Molecular Devices). The optimal laser power was set to ensure
microtubule ablation while avoiding thermal expansion of cytoplasm,
with post-ablation microtubule signal recovery matching known
polymerisation dynamics. This combination of conditions proved to be
efficient at ablating target structures beyond fluorophore bleaching.

Distance analysis in embryos
Automated positional detection of the signals from centrosomes and nuclei
(or chromatin) was performed by applying a Gaussian blur filter (radius: 1-2
pixels) and using the plugin TrackMate v3.5.1 in Fiji ImageJ (Schindelin
et al., 2012; Tinevez et al., 2017). The coordinates of detected spots were
imported into Matlab® for assignment and distance calculation. The
connection between poles belonging to a spindle structure was assigned in a
custom-made script requiring user input, on an area containing 15-40
spindles for each mitotic phase and per embryo. For each spindle-assigned
coordinate position, the nearest neighbour positions were determined using
the Delaunay triangulation functions in Matlab® yielding a connectivity list.
Thereby, a spindle structure is defined as a combination of n centrosome and
m chromatin positions (n,m) with the following numbers for mitotic phases:
late interphase (2,1); anaphase A (2,1); anaphase B (2,2); telophase (4,2),
early interphase (4,2). With this assignment, the duplicated organelles
dissociate at the transition from telophase to early interphase, so that two
related nuclei become independent neighbours. Next, the 3D Euclidean
distances between relevant positions were calculated from position
coordinates with a computer-assisted manual heritage classification. The
distance between separating chromosomes �D was calculated from the two
chromatin entities within a spindle. Spindle length swas calculated from the
distance between two centrosomes belonging to each spindle. In phases with
four centrosomes per spindle, two at each pole, spindle length was defined
as the smallest distance between opposite centrosomes (four possible
combinations). The sister centrosome distance �s was calculated from
centrosome pairs at each spindle pole. Inter-aster distance d (corresponding
to the distance between non-sister centrosomes) was calculated between
different, neighbouring spindles by selecting all centrosomes not associated
with the same spindle from the nearest neighbour connectivity list.
Internuclear distance D was calculated between nearest neighbour nuclei
or chromosomes not belonging to the same spindle. Finally, the arithmetic
mean and standard deviation of the distance distributions within a single
embryo were calculated and overlaid for division cycles 10-13; all mean
values are shown in Fig. S1. In gnu mutant embryos, inter-aster distance da
was calculated from a selected region containing 15-20 centrosomes, for
each embryo at different time points using triangulation and neighbourhood
connectivity list. Centrosomes located at the anterior hemisphere were
excluded to avoid the influence of the giant polyploid nucleus. The gnu
mutants present variable centrosome densities depending on age and other
unknown factors. We analysed the variation of distance distribution for five
different embryos with similar densities during intervals of 10 min. All data
plots were generated in Matlab®.

Spindle alignment in explants
Extracts initially containing two, three and four dividing nuclei were
analysed in terms of spindle axis orientation by analysis of microtubule
reporters at the onset of anaphase B. Using Matlab® homemade scripts, the
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two minor orthogonal angles (φ1 and φ2) were determined by manual
clicking at spindle poles. These angles can range between 0° (parallel
orientation) and 90° (perpendicular orientation).

The angle analysis for aster-triplets in the explants was performed using
the angle operation in Fiji. Seventeen explant experiments were analysed,
with three angles extracted from each experiment. To check for
measurement error, we confirmed that the sum of these three angles was
within 2% of 180° for every explant (average error<0.7%). For four-aster
scenarios where the asters arranged in a quadrilateral arrangement, we
measured the four internal angles of the defined quadrilateral (Fig. S4B).We
ensured that the measured angles for each quadrilateral summed to 360°±5°.

Dumbbell model of nuclear alignment in explants
For Fig. 3F, we considered a simple phenomenological model:

H ¼ J
P
ki;jl

ðSi!�~ri;jÞ2, where ~Si represents the orientation of aster i (with

|Si|=1) and~ri;j is the unit vector between aster i and its nearest neighbours j.
The model is quadratic as there is no preferential direction for S. In this case,
energy is minimised if nuclei align perpendicular to the vector of separation,
~rij , between nuclei, consistent with the two-nuclei case. In the case of
two nuclear spindles, it is clear this results in parallel aligned nuclear
spindles, both of which are perpendicular to the vector between the
nuclei. For three spindles, positioned at (0,0), (1,0) and (1/2, √3/2),

the energy is minimised for S1 ¼ � 1
2 ;

ffiffi
3

p
2

� �
; S2 ¼ 1

2 ;
ffiffi
3

p
2

� �
and S3 = (1, 0)

(direction of the vectors can also be inverted). For a square,
~r12 ¼ ð1; 0Þ; ~r13 ¼ ð0; 1Þ; ~r24 ¼ ð0; 1Þ; r!34 ¼ ð1; 0Þ (note we do not
consider ~r14 and ~r23 as these vertices are not nearest neighbours). We
consider two demonstration cases. Consider all vectors Si = (1, 0). In
this case, H = J(12+02+12+02+02+12+02+12) = 4J (i.e. each vector S lies
parallel and perpendicular to one side of the square). Next, consider

S2 ¼ 1p
2 ;

1p
2

� �
, S2 ¼ 1p

2 ;
1p
2

� �
, S3 ¼ 1p

2 ;
1p
2

� �
and S4 ¼ 1p

2 ;� 1p
2

� �
(i.e.

each vector S is orientated perpendicular to the direction to the centre of the
square). In this case

H ¼ J
1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ � 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

"

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

þ � 1ffiffiffi
2

p
� �2

#
¼ 4J :

Both orientations have the same energy term, which contrasts with the two-
and three-spindle cases where there are angle preferences.

We used a Metropolis algorithm to simulate the alignment of asters at
different effective temperatures T. Of course, in this highly active system
thermal fluctuations are likely substantially less important than other sources
of noise. Hence, the T here is an effective temperature used to introduce
noise into the simulations, not reflective of actual temperature fluctuations.
There is only one parameter, defined by J/kBT, which represents the
competition between alignment forces and random fluctuations. Results

presented in Fig. 3F are for
J

kBT
¼ 10�1. Of course, we can consider more

complex models, such as

H ¼ J
X
ki;jl

ð1� ð~Si �~SjÞ2Þð~Si � ~ri;jÞ2;

which incorporate both terms involving neighbouring aster alignment and
their alignment relative to~rij . There is also similarity to models of nematic
ordering in liquid crystals (de Gennes et al., 1995), which have recently been
applied to other biological systems (Saw et al., 2017). Studies of self-
propelled particles with repulsive interactions are also relevant, where
longer-ranged interactions are also considered (Menzel and Ohta, 2012).
Our aim here is to simply show how simple dumbbell-like repulsion (which
results in one rotational degree of freedom) can lead to different behaviours
depending on the system topology, and not to build a precise model for how
such potentials interact.

Dynamic model of aster interactions
The cytoplasm is viscous. For a viscous material, the velocity, v, of an object
is dependent on the applied force F: v≈γF, where γ is the effective viscous
drag coefficient. In our simple dynamic model implemented in Matlab® we
consider γ=1 (as the precise value is only a linear fitting parameter and does
not change the system behaviour) and isolated asters with a radially
symmetric force potential described by F(r)=e−r/λ, where r is the distance
from the aster centre (centrosome) (Fig. 6A). The sign of the force potential
defines repulsion (+) or attraction (−).

We implemented our model of aster repulsion to spindle alignment in the
embryo (Fig. 6B). In this case, we implemented periodic boundary conditions
as the embryo is ellipsoidal, and nuclei position was initiated with similar
density to the experiment (Fig. 6B). The dynamics of the barycentre of each
spindle was determined as in the dynamic model of aster separation described
above. The dynamics of reorientation of each spindle was determined by the
coupling between the spindle orientation – defined by an angle θi between
−90 and 90 degrees – and the orientation of the axis connecting each spindle
barycentre to the barycentre of its neighbouring spindles – defined by an angle
θij between −90 and 90 degrees. The dynamic equation for θi is

dui
dt

¼ a0�
Xn
j¼0

signðui � uijÞ�cosðui � uijÞe�r=l;

where the sum is over nearest neighbours for spindle i. For Fig. 6C, we altered
the cos function to a sin function, which represents attractive interactions
between neighbouring spindles.

For repulsive interactions, we allowed the system to equilibrate and then
simulated ablation by removing a nucleus instantaneously. We then
recorded the dynamic changes in aster alignment after ablation (Fig. 6E).

Analysis of nuclei internalisation in embryos – angle probability
distributions from laser ablation experiments
Embryos expressing H2Av::mCherry were segmented using level sets and
watershed algorithms in Matlab®. Regions of low nuclear density were
identified as pixels that were positioned greater than 20% of the average
nucleus separation from the nearest nucleus (Fig. S4A,B). The centre of mass
of the low-density region was identified. The division angle orientation ϕ of
the neighbouring nuclei was measured relative to the centre of mass.
Therefore, a nucleus dividing directly into the region of low density would be
assigned an angle of 0°, and a nucleus dividing perpendicular to the region
would be assigned an angle of 90°. As the division does not have a preferred
direction, the angle range is between 0° and 90°. A similar analysis was
performed for the laser ablations, where the centre of the low-density region
(artificially generated by ablating nuclei) was used to determine the relative
angle of the division axis for the neighbouring nuclei.
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